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A B S T R A C T

In this study, bright nickel coating and superhydrophobic nickel film with micro-nano cones were prepared by
electrodeposition. The topography and morphology of films were characterized by SEM and AFM. The evolution
of shape parameters of water droplet including contact angle and contact diameter were measured by successive
icing/melting cycles at −10/+25 and relative humidity of 30 ± 2%. In addition, the freezing delay time was
measured as a function of the surface topography and morphology. In presence of micro-nano cones, longer
freezing delay time (110 min) observed in comparison with bright nickel (34 min). Power spectral density of
AFM images showed that the superhydrophobic film has higher roughness distribution in all frequencies than
bright nickel film. Also, it was shown that saline droplet has similar contact angle with water droplet on su-
perhydrophobic surface (slightly changes from 156 ± 2° to 154 ± 1.5°) in ambient temperature. Furthermore,
it was observed that contact angle of pure water and saline droplets was decreased in single icing/melting cycle
to 141 ± 2° and 138.6 ± 1°, respectively. The reason was attributed to formation of concave ice, capillary
condensation and frosting. Finally, electrochemical measurements showed that after 40 icing/melting cycles (2 h
icing at −20 °C and melting at 25 °C for each cycle) by immersing in pure water and saline solutions, corrosion
resistance of the superhydrophobic nickel film presented fairly less protection level, particularly in saline so-
lution.

1. Introduction

Adhesion and excessive accumulation of ice and snow on environ-
mental equipment and structures are well known to cause serious
problems in aircraft, telecommunication towers, ships, antennas, wind
turbines, oil platforms, exposed pipe in atmosphere, refrigerator and
etc. [1–4]. Each year, numerous failures due to ice accumulation are
reported in Canada, Russia, Norway, Finland, Iceland and USA [5–8].
To counter this problems and performance improvement, various
techniques that include melting and anti-icing processes have been
developed [1,4,9,10].

The phenomenon which the water droplet bead up on the surface is
called “Lotus effect” [11]. Inspired by this phenomenon, researchers
have recently made significant progress in fabrication of super-
hydrophobic surfaces with a high contact angle (CA > 150°), low
sliding angle (SA < 10°) and low contact angle hysteresis (CAH)
[11–15]. These properties are important parameters for designing and
manufacturing of anti-icing or icephobic and superhydrophobic sur-
faces [2,7,10,16–18].

The surface energy and texture, both play important role in

adhesion strength and formation of frost on surfaces. Therefore, su-
perhydrophobicity may be stated as a combination of surface chemistry
(hydrophobicity) and structure (roughness) [7,8,16,19,20]. To explain
the effect of surface roughness on hydrophobicity, Wenzel and Cassie/
Baxter put forward their independent theories of Wenzel's and Cassie's
state. According to Wenzel's theory, water droplets penetrate to the
rough surface in contact mode and demonstrate low CA while in Cassie/
Baxter model, a water droplet rest on the heterogeneous surface due to
presence of air packets in grooves [21–23].

Superhydrophobic surfaces can be beneficial to prevent ice forma-
tion through condensation of water droplets and also they are able to
lower adhesive strength between solid and water [16,20]. Recently,
researchers demonstrated that with increase in freezing delay time,
problems such as high adhesion strength and formation of frost will be
lowered [1,7,24–27]. Indeed, freezing delay time is related to delay in
the ice nucleation process and according to the classic theory of nu-
cleation, this can be described by the kinetics of crossing the energy
barrier between ice/water which cause water solidification [7,26].
Based on above explanations, surface energies seem to play a significant
role in freezing delay time.
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Water is not pure in the nature and industrial areas and has some
suspended and dissolved species such as dust and different salts
[28–30]. In addition, icing/melting cycles have negative effects on the
mechanical and corrosion properties of engineering structures near
frozen saline soils in cold regions [29,31,32]. Wang et al. investigated
the wettability of superhydrophobic copper surfaces; it was shown that
the saline droplets have a high CA on copper surfaces [33]. Freezing
point depression is a phenomenon where the freezing point of a solvent
is decreased by the presence of salts. Also, it is noted that the lowering
of freezing point does not depend on the nature of the solutes, rather
only number of dissolved molecules and ions [29,31,34,35].

In this paper, we investigate the following items: A) effects of icing/
melting cycles on shape parameters of water droplet on

superhydrophobic nickel and bright nickel films and its correlation with
surface roughness. B) Topography effects on freezing delay time. C)
Water and saline droplets melting process and its effect on contact
angle. D) Effect of icing/melting cycles by immersing in pure water and
saline solution on corrosion behavior of superhydrophobic film.

2. Experiments and methods

2.1. Substrate material and surface treatment

A 99.5% nickel plate (40 mm× 40 mm× 1 mm) was employed as
anode and nickel was deposited on the pure Cu plate as cathode
(20 mm × 20 mm× 1 mm). The Cu plate was first ground through

Fig. 1. SEM images of nickel surface fabricated by electro-deposition. (a, b) bright nickel film (c, d) the nickel MNCs, and (e) FT-IR spectra of nickel MNCs, black line: before exposing to
air; red line: after exposing to air for 16 days. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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successive grades of SiC paper to 3000 and polished with alumina
paper. After that, the specimens were cleaned ultrasonically in acetone
for 10 min, electro-polished at 20 mA·cm−2 in a solution containing
50 g ·L−1Na2CO3 and 10 g ·L−1 KOH for 1 min, activated in 10 wt%
HCl at room temperature for 30 s and finally washed in deionized
water.

2.2. Electrodeposition of nickel

Electrodeposition of nickel with micro-nano structure was con-
ducted in the electroplating bath of 1 M NiCl2·6H2O, 3.2 M H3BO3 and
0.9 M NH4Cl. In order to obtain micro-nano film, the current density
was 20 mA·cm−2 and 50 mA·cm−2 for 8 min and 1 min, respectively.
The industrial bright nickel surface was also fabricated using another
electroplating bath which was composed of 0.9 M NiSO4·6H2O, 0.1 M
NiCl2·6H2O, 0.5 M H3BO3 and brightener agent at current density of
20 mA·cm−2 for 8 min. During deposition process, the temperature was
kept at 60 ± 2 °C for both baths. Also, coated surfaces were washed in
deionized water and dried at ambient temperature at the end.

2.3. Characterization

The surface morphology of films was examined by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Leo 1450 VP). Surface topography of micro-nano and
bright nickel films were characterized by tapping mode of atomic force
microscopy (AFM, NT-MDT Solver Next) which operated at scanning
area of 20 μm × 20μm and 5 μm × 5 μm with a pixel resolution of
512 × 512 and scan frequency rate of 0.4 Hz. Surface chemical com-
position was analyzed using Fourier transformed infrared (FT-IR -
AVATAR 370, Thermo Nicolet). The relative humidity (RH) inside
freezing chamber was %30 ± 2 and freezing temperature for water
and saline droplets was −10 ± 1 °C and −20 ± 1 °C, respectively.
For measuring CAH of superhydrophobic surface as a stickiness para-
meter, dynamic contact angle (DCA) was recorded. In addition, 7, 10
and 12 μl droplets were dropped on the surface during DCA measure-
ment. The CA and CAH for different droplets are shown in Table S1 of
Supporting information. In the following, 12 μl droplets of water and
saline were placed carefully onto the surface of coated films for shape
evolution observations. For measuring and analysis of CA and contact
diameter (CD) of water and saline droplets, images captured by Canon
SX 710 HS camera and processed by MATLAB and Image J (Drop
Analysis LB-ADSA module) software.

Durability of superhydrophobic property was investigated under 40
icing/melting cycles by immersing in pure water and saline solution
(2 h icing at −20 °C and melting at 25 °C for each cycle). After this
process, corrosion resistivity of superhydrophobic films were in-
vestigated by means of potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) and elec-
trochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The scan rate of PDP was
1 mV·s−1 and frequency range of EIS was 1 mHz to 30 kHz at ambient
temperature. All electrochemical measurements were performed by Gill
AC potentiostat (ACM instrument), using saturated calomel electrode
(SCE, +245 vs SHE) and a platinum foil as reference and counter
electrode, respectively. The EIS equivalent circuit components are ex-
tracted using EIS spectrum analyzer software.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Surface morphology and chemistry

The surface morphology of superhydrophobic and bright nickel
films were observed by SEM. As shown in Fig. 1, bright nickel film
(Fig. 1a, b) is relatively smooth and variations of surface roughness are
negligible. On the other hand, the superhydrophobic sample in com-
parison with bright surface is fully covered with micro-nanocones
(MNCs) with the mechanism of screw-dislocation driven (SDD) crystal
growth which are prepared by two steps deposition process (Fig. 1c, d)

[36–38]. Based on the classical crystal growth theory for the super-
saturation system, (SDD) growth occurs predominantly at low super-
saturation [39]. In addition, supersaturation has direct correlation with
driving force for crystal growth [36]. So, the driving force for crystal
growth corresponds to the applied current density in electrodeposition.
During electrodeposition of Ni ions on copper substrate, when current
density adjusted on 20 mA·cm−2 for 8 min, system is in low super-
saturation and lead to growth of micro cones with SDD crystal growth
and increase of the film thickness. But with increasing the applied
current density or high supersaturation (50 mA·cm−2 for 1 min), new
steps appear regardless of the location of screw dislocations (nano-
cones).

When the freshly prepared MNCs were exposed in air for 16 days,
the CA was found to increase drastically from hydrophilic with CA of
10° to superhydrophobic with CA of 156° ± 2 and CD of 0.94 mm. The
FT-IR spectra of fresh surface which is exposed to air are shown in
Fig. 1e. Transition of superhydrophilicity to superhydrophobicity could
be happened by adsorption of organic molecules (airborne organic
hydrocarbons) on high surface energy sites which lead to reduce their
surface free energy and reach to more stable condition. Absorption
peaks such as ]CeH (600 cm−1) and eC]Ce (1634 cm−1) are re-
lated to bending and stretching vibrations, respectively. Also, adsorp-
tion peaks at 1111, 1719 and 3432 cm−1 are evidences for presence of
slight oxidation products or absorption of water from the environment.
Another absorption peaks at 1450, 2847 and 2921 cm−1 depict the
different vibration modes of CeH bonding which indicate the presence
of the CeH group. By increasing intensity of the CeH and CeC bonds
which act as hydrophobic region on the surface, surface free energy will
decrease.

3.2. Effect of successive icing/melting cycles

The shape parameters evolution of water droplet on the super-
hydrophobic and bright nickel films are obtained by successive icing/
melting cycles in −10 °C and 25 °C and RH of 30 ± 2% (the super-
hydrophobic film with the droplet was placed into the cool freezing
chamber). The macro-photograph images from different cycles of icing/
melting cycles are shown in Fig. 2. Before the first cycle, the CA and CD
are 156 ± 2° and 0.94 mm, respectively. For the accurate measure-
ment of the freezing delay time, macro-photograph images with
2 minute intervals were taken from the water droplet on super-
hydrophobic surface in order to investigate the moment when droplet
temperature reaches zero and the moment of droplet crystallization.
Results showed that the droplet on superhydrophobic surface is still
transparent after 106 ± 2 min and finally becomes non-transparent on
superhydrophobic surface after 110 ± 2 min which indicates that it
has frozen. After three successive icing/melting cycles, CA and CD were
changed (see Fig. S1 of Supporting information) with freezing delay
time of 110 min, 86 min and 70 min for first, second and third cycles,
respectively. Also, Fig. 3 demonstrates that frost formation will increase
along with successive icing/melting cycles.

The CA and CD of bright nickel film before freezing are 87.3 ± 2.2°
and 1.7 mm, respectively. Before finishing the first cycle, the surface
area fully covered by uniform frosts and no trace of the frozen drops can
be seen (Fig. 3d). This change is due to presence of three phenomena
during freezing process including: frost formation, drop evaporation
process and the ice concave formation in contact with the drop
[1,5,40]. When the superhydrophobic film is placed in −10 °C and RH
of 30 ± 2%, frosts clearly can be seen on the surface after the first
cycle which are due to moisture of environment (Fig. 3a). During the
second cycle (Fig. 3b), upward freezing or accumulation of frosts on the
surface can be observed [41,42]. These frosts (tiny condensed drops) as
a result of the environmental temperature gradient, would first sit on
the MNCs and then grow upwards which consequently decrease the wet
contact with the solid surface. In the third cycle, it can be seen an in-
crease of frost amount which cover the entire surface (Fig. 3c). By
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passing time, the larger frosts will form near the water droplet which
cause to reduce the CA. Another factor that affect the CA and CD is the
presence of ice concave in contact with the water drop [7]. In each
freezing cycle, ice concave increases due to capillary condensation,
which is associated with an increase of CD. During freezing cycles, the
droplet evaporation occurs as a result of vapor pressure difference be-
tween top of ice (low pressure region) and super cooled water (high
pressure region) [1,5,40,42].

3.3. Surface topography

Topographical features of surface have a critical effect on the

wettability and hydrophobicity properties of coats and surfaces. In re-
cent decades, many studies have been done in this field [43–47]. In this
regard, AFM images from the bright and superhydrophobic nickel films
in scanning area of 5 μm× 5 μm and 20 μm × 20 μm are shown in
Fig. 4. The bright nickel sample has a low surface roughness, while the
superhydrophobic sample has a high surface roughness caused by MNC
structures. According to the height histogram in Fig. S2 of Supporting
information, the value of surface roughness in bright nickel film with
2.1 nm root-mean-square (RMS) is very low as compared with the su-
perhydrophobic film (RMS = 249.3 nm). The high average of height
distribution in superhydrophobic film (600 nm) is a main reason for
increasing the CA (regarding the presence of air packets in grooves of
surface).

Fig. 5 shows the power spectral density (PSD) function, which
provides the relative strength of roughness components as a function of
spatial frequency. PSD can be calculated by Eq. (1) [38,43]:

PSD f lim
1

A
z r exp 2 if r dr

A A

2

∫= −
→∞

( ) ( ) ( π . ) (1)

where z(r) represents the height data of the surface roughness, A is
surface area of the measuring field, r is position vector and f is the
spatial frequency vector in the x−y plane. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that
PSD function of superhydrophobic film shows higher spectral roughness
than the bright nickel film at all spatial frequency regions. PSD of su-
perhydrophobic film shows the uniformity at the entire frequencies that
represents uniform distribution of nano cones and micro cones in high-
frequencies and low-frequencies, respectively. However, the PSD of
bright nickel film shows different slopes with height values between
64.2 nm and 156.4 nm, which indicate the uneven surface morphology.
Furthermore, high roughness in superhydrophobic film is the basis of
high CA and anti-frost characteristics. Therefore, the high surface
roughness causes the accumulation of frosts (optically image in Fig. 3c)
while for the bright film (optically image in Fig. 3d), lack of frosts ac-
cumulation can be seen clearly. These are critical factors that affect the
freezing delay time which are discussed in next section.

3.4. Freezing delay time

Freezing delay time is one of the most important parameters in the
field of icephobicity and anti-icing properties of materials [1,7,40]. The
water droplet on superhydrophobic and bright nickel samples freezes
after 110 min and 36 min at −10 °C, respectively. This difference is
due to surface roughness or surface topography and we know that the
superhydrophobic surface could be explained with Cassie-Baxter theory
[16,21–23]. When the superhydrophobic state changes from a Cassie-
Baxter to Wenzel's state (metastable state), the CD would increase
greatly because of electrostatic and van der Waals forces which enlarge

Fig. 2. Macro-photographs of shape parameters evolution of water droplet in successive
icing/melting cycles on the superhydrophobic film for the first (a), second (b) and third
(c) cycles.

Fig. 3. The effect of successive icing/melting cycles on CA, CD and frost forming of (a, c) superhydrophobic film, and (d) single icing/melting cycle of bright nickel film.
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the solid/liquid adhesion [16,23].
The bright nickel surface increases the CD (solid/liquid contact)

more than micro-nano structure since the water droplets condensed on
the MNCs, have less contact with the solid surface. On the other hand,
liquid has a more contact with the air packets which is an important
factor in icephobicity properties [16]. Heat transfer processes between
air/droplet/solid interfaces in micro-nano and smooth films which ex-
pose to open environment are schematically shown in Fig. 6. From the
view point of thermodynamics, it is well known that when a drop exits
on the surface, the droplet gains heat from the air in forms of heat
conduction and thermal radiation. Also, it loses heat to the cold surface
through the conduction and radiation between the drop and the MNCs.
This relationship is expressed as [1]:

h h h h hg g l l∆ = + − −′ ′ (2)

where Δh is the net heat gain (unit time), hg and hg′ are heat gains

through heat transfer and thermal radiation (unit time), hl and hl′ are
heat loss through heat transfer and thermal radiation (unit time). The
decreased temperature in the drop (tf) has an inverse relation with the
net heat gain (tf∝1/Δh) [1]. Consequently, with increasing Δh, tf will
reduce because of trapped air pockets through superhydrophobic
structure and we have lower solid/liquid contact area during freezing
procedure which leads to lower conduction heat transfer. As a result,
higher Δh that means the lower contact in solid/liquid interface, re-
duces the heat loss of drops and maintains their temperature for more
time.

3.5. Icing/melting cycle of water and saline droplet

The effect of single icing/melting cycle on CA and CD of the pure
water (−10 °C, RH 30%) and saline (−20 °C, RH 30%) droplets which
deposited on a superhydrophobic surface are shown in Fig. 7 by means
of macro-photography. The CA and CD for water and saline droplets
before freezing are 156°, 0.94 mm and 154°, 1.12 mm, respectively.
Right after the freezing, the contact angle and drop height decrease for
both droplets; Fig. 7c and i illustrates visual changes of ice droplets.
These changes are caused by presence of frosts and metastable ice
concaves around the frozen droplet. Metastable ice concaves are in-
trinsically related to release of the heat of crystallization during liquid
to solid state transition which leads to enhancement of adhesion to a
superhydrophobic surface [5,24,40].

Presence of local excess in the vapor pressure in comparison with
the saturated values characteristic of the substrate temperature results
in the desublimation of supersaturated vapors inside the gap between
micro-nano structure and droplet and also the formation of frosts under
the drop that leads to the transition from the heterogeneous to the
mixed heterogeneous/homogeneous [5,48]. Therefore, growth of the
ice concave is along with capillary condensation that clearly can be
seen in Fig. 8a. As a result, increase in CD and decrease in CA are as-
sociated with the growth of the ice concave around frozen water dro-
plet.

During the melting process of the water, accumulated frosts get

Fig. 4. AFM images of (a) bright nickel film (5 × 5 μm2)
and (b) superhydrophobic nickel film (20 × 20 μm2).

Fig. 5. Power spectral density (PSD) versus the spatial frequency for superhydrophobic
and bright nickel films extracted from Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Schematic side view of the heat transfer process in the open environment, (a) MNCs which have small heat transfer with water droplet, (b) AFM image of the superhydrophobic
film (10 × 10 μm2) with black area of cones and golden light gaps which shows the conception of contact area and air packages in grooves, and (c) the smooth surface which has large
heat transfer with water droplet.
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away from the water droplet (tiny water droplets with hydrophobic
state in Fig. 7f). Fig. 8 shows melting and deterioration process of ice
concave in melting cycle of frozen water droplet while the saline dro-
plet freezing mechanism is different than water droplet. Previous works
show that the presence of impurities (salt and soil) on the surface causes
to form a solution that is affect the CA and corrosion behavior [28,33].
In presence of soluble salts or solute molecules, the freezing point of the
solution decreases because the vapor pressure of the saline solution is
lower than pure water [5,26,35,49]. It is expected for saline solution
that freezing point is decreased to c.a. −2.2 °C [35,50,51]. However,
once the solution starts freezing, it gets more and more concentrated.
Therefore, the freezing point of concentrated part of the solution de-
creases to eutectic point of about 23.3 wt% of salt at −21.1 °C in a
manner that complete freezing has to take place with the formation of
mixture of crystallohydrate (NaCl·2H2O) and ice crystals. Consequently,
as the saline (3.5 wt% NaCl solution) freezes, small ice crystals form in
the pore spaces [35,51].

During saline droplet freezing, the diffusivity of Na+ and Cl− ions
in the lattice are very low; as a result saline is isolated during freezing of
ice and forms saline pockets [49]. Fig. 7i depicts that the saline droplet
is slightly darker than the water droplet which is due to the con-
centrated saline packets and liquid-like films. The soluble salt may be
moved by mass flow, concentration gradient and thermal gradient in
the liquid film that is shown schematically in Fig. S3 (Supporting in-
formation) [28,49]. The melting process begins from metal surface due
to temperature gradient between the frozen droplet and the surface. As
a result, CA of water and saline droplets changes from super-
hydrophobic state to hydrophobic state. In this condition, the CA of
water and saline droplets is 141° ± 2° and 138.6° ± 1.8, respectively.

3.6. Durability of superhydrophobic characteristic in icing/melting cycles

Durability of superhydrophobic characteristic was investigated

using 40 icing/melting cycles (IMCs) by immersing in pure water and
saline solutions by 2 h icing at −20 °C and melting at 25 °C for each
cycle. After 40 cycles, CA of water droplet on both superhydrophobic
surfaces which were treated 40 IMCs in water and saline solutions de-
creased obviously. In this condition, the CA was 140° ± 1.6 and
129° ± 2 for pure water and saline solutions, respectively. Reduction
of CA in two samples leads to increasing of contact area which has
negative effects on superhydrophobicity, icephobicity and corrosion
resistance. Therefore, electrochemical measurements were carried out
to investigate the corrosion resistance of superhydrophobic surfaces
after 40 icing/melting cycles.

Fresh superhydrophobic film and two films which are treated for 40
icing/melting cycles in pure water (IMCP) and saline (IMCS) were
immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution at 25 °C for potentiodynamic (PD)
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements.
Corrosion current (icorr) can be obtained by extrapolating of Tafel plots
that are shown in Fig. 9 and corresponding data are listed in Table 1.
According to Table 1, Ecorr of superhydrophobic film is decreased for
IMCP and IMCS while icorr of superhydrophobic film is increased for
IMCP and IMCS. These changes indicate that the IMCs damaged su-
perhydrophobic structure due to mechanical stresses arising in three
phase contact zone (solid/liquid/vapor) during crystallization of liquid
and its melting [8,52]. The SEM images of IMCP and IMCS samples are
presented in Fig. 10 which demonstrates the damages of MNCs.

IMCS sample is deteriorated more severely than IMCP due to pre-
sence of Cl− ion in saline (Fig. 10b) but according to pervious works
[7,10,27,53], the decrease in chemical stability of superhydrophobic
film is critical factor in reducing the anti-icing and icephobicity prop-
erties of superhydrophobic surface. It has been investigated that the
applied organic molecules could not provide dense enough surface
layers, which allowed water molecules to reach the organic film/sub-
strate interface and make the organic layer deteriorate gradually
[10,52,53]. Boinovich et al. showed that the two different mechanisms

Fig. 7. Macro-photographs for the evolution of shape parameters during single icing/melting cycle for (a–f) water and (g–l) saline droplets on the superhydrophobic film.

Fig. 8. Processed version of real images for ice concave evolution in melting cycle that is obtained from Fig. 7(b–e).
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including the hydrolysis of free methylamine end groups with their
substitution by hydroxyl end groups and the nonreversible hydration of
hydrogen bonding active groups inside the hydrophobic and super-
hydrophobic material are responsible for deterioration of super-
hydrophobicity in long-term continuous contact of superhydrophobic
surface with water [52]. As a result, these mechanisms along with
mechanical stresses during crystallization of liquid and its melting, lead
to the decrease in icephobicity property of superhydrophobic nickel
surface during icing/melting cycles.

EIS is used to measure the dielectric properties of a medium and
express them as functions of frequency [54–56]. EIS measurements
were carried out at frequency range of 30 kHz to 10 mHz in 3.5 wt%
NaCl solution that shown in Fig. 11. EIS results can be analyzed with
the electrical equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 11b, which Rs represents
solution resistance, Rct the charge transfer resistance, Rf the resistance
of the film (corrosion products), CPEdl and CPEf the constant phase
elements of double-layer and corrosion film, respectively. The im-
pedance of CPE is defined as [52,54]:

Z
1

Y j
CPE

0
n

=
( ω) (3)

where Y0 is the modulus, j is imaginary unit, ω is the angular frequency,
and n is the CPE exponent (−1≤n≤1) [56]. In general, in the Nyquist
diagram (Fig. 11a) the interception of the real axis at higher frequencies
is associated to the Rs and that which intercepts at the lower fre-
quencies is attributed to Rct which are an important parameters in the
assessment of corrosion performance. It means that coatings with
higher Rct is expected to show higher corrosion resistance than lower
values of it [54,56]. According to Table 2, Rct of superhydrophobic film
was decreased for IMCP and IMCS. Also, Fig. 11c shows the phase angle
plots of superhydrophobic film, IMCP and IMCS with two time con-
stants. The phase angle of the superhydrophobic film has decreased

after 40 cycles of icing/melting in water and saline solutions, which
indicates that dielectric property of superhydrophobic film has de-
creased by deteriorating of morphology and hydrophobicity of the film
[8].

4. Conclusions

The bright and superhydrophobic nickel films (micro-nanocones
structure) were manufactured by electrodeposition method to analyze
the shape parameter evolution of water and saline droplets during
cyclic freezing and melting process. It was shown that surface mor-
phology and topography of films play an important role in icephobi-
city/anti-icing of coats. Successive icing/melting cycles of water droplet
on superhydrophobic film lead to decrease in contact angle and in-
crease in contact diameter of droplet. This change in icephobicity
performance is due to frost formation, drop evaporation process and ice
concave formation in contact with the drop. The higher surface
roughness will increase the freezing delay time compared with bright
nickel film due to trapped air packets between water and micro-nano-
cones. Finally, in order to investigate the durability characteristic of
superhydrophobic film, 40 icing/melting cycles by immersing in pure
water and saline solution were performed. Results showed that the
contact angle decreased for both samples, more enhanced in salt one,
which is due to deterioration of morphology and formation of pitting

Fig. 9. Tafel measurements for superhydrophobic film before and after 40 icing/melting
cycles by immersing in pure water (IMCP) and saline solution (IMCS) in 3.5 wt% NaCl
aqueous solution at 25 °C.

Table 1
Corrosion data obtained from Tafel measurements.

Surface icorr (μA·cm2) Ecorr (mV
vs. SCE)

ba (mV/
decade)

bc (mV/
decade)

Superhydrophobic film 0.26 −211.7 121.6 84.2
IMCP 0.54 −213.2 63.2 45.4
IMCS 0.79 −224.5 92.6 94.3

Fig. 10. SEM images of (a) IMCP and (b) IMCS.
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corrosion.
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